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Lot #1 Carton of mixed Ephemera including leaflets, greetings cards, WWI military covers & cards, a musical box (working),
children’s films , Est. £80 - £ 100
Ephemera
Carton of mixed Ephemera including leaflets, greetings cards, WWI military covers & cards, a musical box (working), children's films
(Noddy and Popeye), certficates, glamour Strip Cards, etc, 1900s to modern, many useful items, and wide variety. Fair to VF (over 350
items)
Lot #2 Autograph album with early-19th to early 20th Century ALS and some cut signatures, mostly tipped-in; includes
handwriting of Thomas Carlyle, , Est. £40 - £ 50
Autographs
Autograph album with early-19th to early 20th Century ALS and some cut signatures, mostly tipped-in; includes handwriting of Thomas
Carlyle, and cut signature of Henry Irving. Fair to fine, the album damaged. (49 items)
Lot #3 Photographs from 19th Century to 1940s, various sizes, including Military (22), transport (15), ethnology (6),
topographical (30), , Est. £50 - £ 60
Photographs
Photographs from 19th Century to 1940s, various sizes, including Military (22), transport (15), ethnology (6), topographical (30), family (77,
including album of 34 snapshots). Varied quality with better items noted. (148). Also few negatives & oddments.
Lot #4 Correspondence to (and from) the McMullan and Buckenham families of, Cambridge, Belfast and elsewhere, 1900s/1930s,
all hand-written letters , Est. £100 - £ 150
Documents & Manuscripts
Correspondence to (and from) the McMullan and Buckenham families of, Cambridge, Belfast and elsewhere, 1900s/1930s, all handwritten letters from a wide range of family members, friends and organisations, with some interest in the American New Thought
Movement. VG condition. (651). Together with 25 family photos in a modern album.
Lot #5 A mainly WWI period correspondence between Jessie Blake of Chesham and her sweetheart Arthur Payne, a teacher, ,
Est. £100 - £ 150
Documents & Manuscripts
A mainly WWI period correspondence between Jessie Blake of Chesham and her sweetheart Arthur Payne, a teacher, many of the latter
from the Serbian Boys' Hostel in Dundee, comprising 731 letters in very good condition.
Lot #6 Box-file of late 19th Century receipts from businesses and organisations in Alnwick and other parts of Northumberland.
Fair to fine. (387), Est. £50 - £ 70
Documents & Manuscripts
Box-file of late 19th Century receipts from businesses and organisations in Alnwick and other parts of Northumberland. Fair to fine. (387)
Lot #7 Two box-files of 1870s/1880s correspondence, receipts etc to W. Dickson solicitors & land-agents of Alnmouth,
Northumberland, , Est. £70 - £ 90
Documents & Manuscripts
Two box-files of 1870s/1880s correspondence, receipts etc to W.Dickson solicitors & land-agents of Alnmouth, Northumberland, from a
wide range of individuals, businesses and organisations. Fair to fine. (405 items)
Lot #8 Two box-files of correspondence, 1780s to 1880s, one with letters to solicitors in Alnwick & Alnmouth, the other with the
same solicitors’ notes , Est. £80 - £ 100
Documents & Manuscripts
Two box-files of correspondence, 1780s to 1880s, one with letters to solicitors in Alnwick & Alnmouth, the other with the same solicitors'
notes and instructions mostly with endorsements by colleagues and clerks. Mixed condition. (569 items)
Lot #9 John N. Balston "The Elder James Whatman, England’s Greatest Paper Maker", 1992, 2 vols, together with Balston’s "The
Whatmans and Wove Paper", 1998,, Est. £60 - £ 80
Books
John N. Balston The Elder James Whatman, England's Greatest Paper Maker, 1992, 2 vols, together with Balston's The Whatmans and
Wove Paper, 1998, and a related title, all in d/jkts. VG/VF (4)
Lot #10 Collection of mainly signed photographs of entertainers, some ink-signed, others with stamped or printed signatures,
1930s/40s; , Est. £60 - £ 80
Autographs > Cinema
Collection of mainly signed photographs of entertainers, some ink-signed, others with stamped or printed signatures, 1930s/40s; the inksigned include Eric Portman (2), Max Miller, Wendy Hiller, Jean Collins, Ann Ziegler & Webster Booth, Margaret Lockwood, Ted Ray, Elsie
& Doris Waters, Ralph Richardson, Jack Payne, Joe Loss, Mantovani, and William Bendix. VG/VF (75 items)
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Lot #11 Mainly softback publications, 1920s to modern, with many guides, plus local history, civil engineering & others., Est.
£40 - £ 50
Books
Mainly softback publications, 1920s to modern, with many guides, plus local history, civil engineering & others. Fair-fine. (103)
Lot #12 Four Victorian Scrap Albums (two large) with many 100s of chromo-litho scraps, greetings cards, engravings etc, all laid
down; , Est. £70 - £ 80
Ephemera
Four Victorian Scrap Albums (two large) with many 100s of chromo-litho scraps, greetings cards, engravings etc, all laid down; together
with a number of loose scraps in plastic folders. Varied condition.
Lot #13 Three large-format Victorian Scrap Albums with many 100s of 19th Century to Edwardian chromo-litho scraps, greetings
cards including novelty types, , Est. £200 - £ 250
Ephemera
Three large-format Victorian Scrap Albums with many 100s of 19th Century to Edwardian chromo-litho scraps, greetings cards including
novelty types, trade cards (many American), plus bookmarks and some prints. All laid down. Includes superb full-page Father Christmas
and some other giant scraps. (Large qty)
Lot #14 Illustrated books, large-format, mostly 1880s/1901, including Karl Eyth "Das Farbige Malerbuch", 1901 (93 of 96 colour
plates), , Est. £80 - £ 120
Books > Illustrated
Illustrated books, large-format, mostly 1880s/1901, including Karl Eyth Das Farbige Malerbuch, 1901 (93 of 96 colour plates), Racinet Le
Costume Historique [1888], (95 of 100 colour plates), and Racinet L'Ornement Polychrome [1880], (100 colour plates). Mixed condition,
with worn or damaged bindings, plates in VG condition. (6). Also some loose botanical plates. [Heavy lot, over 18 kilos].
Lot #15 Ian Fleming ‘James Bond’ novels, selection of Book Club editions, mostly 1950s/60s, in fair to fine d/jkts, including two
copies of "Casino Royale", Est. £60 - £ 80
Books > Fiction
Ian Fleming ‘James Bond' novels, a selection of Book Club editions, mostly 1950s/60s, all in fair to fine d/jkts, including two copies of
Casino Royale, three issued by Macmillan, New York. (7)
Lot #16 Joan Fleming crime fiction First Edition selection in mostly good/fine d/jkts including "A Daisy-Chain for Satan"
Hutchinson [1950], , Est. £30 - £ 40
Books > Fiction
Joan Fleming crime fiction First Edition selection in mostly good/fine d/jkts including A Daisy-Chain for Satan Hutchinson [1950], Death of
a Sardine Collins, 1963, and Screams from a Penny Dreadful, Hamish Hamilton, 1971 (price-clipped, with ownership signature). (7)
Lot #17 Crime Fiction and Thillers, all bar one in d/jkts, including Anthony Gilbert "The Spinster’s Secret", Collins Crime Club,
1946, 1st Edn , Est. £70 - £ 100
Books > Fiction
Crime Fiction and Thillers, all bar one in d/jkts, including Anthony Gilbert The Spinster's Secret, Collins Crime Club, 1946, 1st Edn (small
piece missing from rear panel of d/jkt, o/w VG); Michael Gilbert Death Has Deep Roots, Hodder & Stoughton, 1951 in worn d/jkt (with
repairs), publisher's file copy stamp to front endpaper; J.S. Fletcher The Markenmore Mystery, Herbert Jenkins, n.d. (1920s), and various
others of which two are ex-library. No ownership inscriptions. Mixed condition. Mostly first editions. (23)
Lot #18 Berkeley Gray thrillers, a selection of First Editions, all published by Collins, all in fair to VG mylar-protected d/jkts, , Est.
£80 - £ 120
Books > Fiction
Berkeley Gray thrillers, a selection of First Editions, all published by Collins, all in fair to VG mylar-protected d/jkts, four with gift
inscriptions, two re-priced by the publisher. Count Down for Conquest is ex-library, Conquest in Scotland with some damage to the text,
others good/fine. (11)
Lot #19 Robert van Gulik "The Chinese Maze Murders", Michael Joseph, 1962, first edition in a VG complete d/jkt, remains of
owner’s bookplate , Est. £40 - £ 50
Books > Fiction
Robert van Gulik The Chinese Maze Murders, Michael Joseph, 1962, first edition in a VG complete d/jkt, remains of owner's bookplate on
reverse of front endpaper; and 1969 Heinemann re-issues of The Emperor's Pearl and The Red Pavilion both in d/jkts showing browning
to the spines. (3)
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Lot #20 Victor Gunn crime fiction, all Collins first editions, comprising "Death on Shivering Sand", 1946; "Nice Day for a
Murder",1945, , Est. £50 - £ 60
Books > Fiction
Victor Gunn crime fiction, all Collins first editions, comprising Death on Shivering Sand, 1946; Nice Day for a Murder, 1945, in worn &
chipped d/jkt, dealer's stamp to front endpaper; The Treble Chance Murder, 1958 in VG d/jkt, spotting to last few pages of text; Death at
Traitors' Gate, 1960, ex-library, various faults; and Murder at the Motel, 1964, in poor d/jkt. (5)
Lot #21 Sydney Horler thrillers, 1930-1955, a selection, most in fair to VG d/jkts, the jacket of "Chipstead of the Lone Hand" with
pieces missing, , Est. £30 - £ 40
Books > Fiction
Sydney Horler thrillers, 1930-1955, a selection, most in fair to VG d/jkts, the jacket of Chipstead of the Lone Hand with pieces missing, the
text of Hell's Brew damaged. (7)
Lot #22 Hartley Howard thrillers, a selection of Collins first editions in mostly good/VG d/jkts, the jacket of "Bowman Strikes
Again" badly chipped; , Est. £70 - £ 80
Books > Fiction
Hartley Howard thrillers, a selection of Collins first editions in mostly good/VG d/jkts, the jacket of Bowman Strikes Again badly chipped;
top corner of front endpaper of The Last Deception cut away o/w VG internally without inscriptions. (5)
Lot #23 Gladys Mitchell crime fiction, a selection, all Michael Joseph published including five first editions, in VG/VF d/jkts; , Est.
£70 - £ 80
Books > Glamour
Gladys Mitchell crime fiction, a selection, all Michael Joseph published including five first editions, in VG/VF d/jkts; Dead Men's Morris is a
1986 reprint with ownership bookplate, others free of inscriptions. The jacket of The Death-Cap Dancers is price-clipped. Also A Hearse
on May-Day Thriller Book Club edition. (8)
Lot #24 James Patterson "Kiss the Girls", Harper Collins, 1995, First Edn, in a complete mylar-protected d/jkt, signed by the
author on title page. VG , Est. £20 - £ 30
Books > Fiction
James Patterson Kiss the Girls, Harper Collins, 1995, First Edn, in a complete mylar-protected d/jkt, signed by the author on title page. VG
Lot #25 Ellis Peters UK First Editions in mixed condition, all in d/jkts; better comprise "Never Pick Up Hitch-Hikers", "The Grass
Widow’s Tale", , Est. £60 - £ 80
Books > Fiction
Ellis Peters UK First Editions in mixed condition, all in d/jkts; better comprise Never Pick Up Hitch-Hikers, The Grass Widow's Tale,
Rainbow's End (small ownership signature, jacket price-clipped), Funeral of Figaro (ownership label removed, jacket chipped at foot of
spine), and Death and the Joyful Woman (probably ex-library). Of the remainder two have library stamps to edge of textblock. (11)
Lot #26 Crime Fiction selection, all in d/jkts, with several first editions, mixed condition, the Sax Rohmer title ex-library. (22) ,
Est. £50 - £ 70
Books > Fiction
Crime Fiction selection, all in d/jkts, with several first editions, mixed condition, the Sax Rohmer title ex-library. (22)
Lot #27 E.C.R. Lorac crime fiction, a selection of Collins first editions 1945-55, comprising "Murder by Matchlight", "Ask a
Policeman" (in poor d/jkt), Est. £100 - £ 130
Books > Fiction
E.C.R. Lorac crime fiction, a selection of Collins first editions 1945-55, comprising Murder by Matchlight, Ask a Policeman (in poor d/jkt),
Policemen in the Precinct and Murder in the Mill Race (repaired), together with 1952 reprint of The Sixteenth Stair (in damaged d/jkt). A
scarce group in varied condition. (5)
Lot #28 Crime Fiction selection,all first editions (mostly UK firsts), mostly in d/jkts; Harry Keeler’s "The Green Jade Hand",1930,
badly wormed in top margin, Est. £60 - £ 80
Books > Fiction
Crime Fiction selection, all first editions (mostly UK firsts), mostly in d/jkts; Harry Keeler's The Green Jade Hand, 1930, badly wormed in
top margin. Five with ownership inscriptions. Mixed condition. (23)
Lot #29 Jennie Melville crime fiction, all UK first editions in good to fine d/jkts, comprising "Come Home And Be Killed", 1962
(some minor foxing), , Est. £60 - £ 80
Books > Fiction
Jennie Melville crime fiction, all UK first editions in good to fine d/jkts, comprising Come Home And Be Killed, 1962 (some minor foxing),
Murderers' Houses, 1964 (half-title tanned), There Lies Your Love, 1965 (tape stains to jacket flaps and ownership signature cut away),
and The Woman Who Was Not There, 1996 (signed by the author on title page). (4)
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Lot #30 Ian Fleming "Live and Let Die", Jonathan Cape,1966 reprint in a good mylar-protected price-clipped d/jkt showing some
wear at extremities;, Est. £80 - £ 100
Books > Fiction
Ian Fleming Live and Let Die, Jonathan Cape, 1966 reprint in a good mylar-protected price-clipped d/jkt showing some wear at
extremities; spine rolled, library marks to title page, few pages with corner creasing, a few minor tone marks.
Lot #31 Ian Fleming "Diamonds are Forever", Jonathan Cape, 1979, in fine mylar-protected d/jkt; ink marks & inscription to front
endpapers; , Est. £40 - £ 50
Books > Fiction
Ian Fleming Diamonds are Forever, Jonathan Cape, 1979, in fine mylar-protected d/jkt; ink marks & inscription to front endpapers; library
stamp to reverse of title page; few pages with corner creasing; spine slightly rolled.
Lot #32 Ian Fleming "Casino Royale", Jonathan Cape, 1960, sixth printing, in a good mylar-protected d/jkt which shows some
light wear and marks; , Est. £100 - £ 150
Books > Fiction
Ian Fleming Casino Royale, Jonathan Cape, 1960, sixth printing, in a good mylar-protected d/jkt which shows some light wear and marks;
internally VG with occasional minor tone marks largely confined to first few leaves; the jacket appears to be slightly cut down along upper
& lower edges with a total loss of 4mm. No inscriptions.
Lot #33 Ian Fleming ‘James Bond’ novels, a selection comprising 1950s/60s Book Club editions (7), Jonathan Cape originals (4),
, Est. £100 - £ 120
Books > Fiction
Ian Fleming ‘James Bond' novels, a selection comprising 1950s/60s Book Club editions (7), Jonathan Cape originals (4), and a Reprint
Society edition of Live and Let Die; all in d/jkts, five of which are facsimiles. Mixed condition. (12)
Lot #34 Crime Fiction & Thrillers, 1940s/90s, a selection in d/jkts with many first editions including works by Elizabeth Ferrars,
A.A. Fair (2),, Est. £100 - £ 130
Books > Fiction
Crime Fiction & Thrillers, 1940s/90s, a selection in d/jkts with many first editions including works by Elizabeth Ferrars, A.A. Fair (2), Adam
Diment, and Manning Coles (2). Varied condition but generally good/VG, the jackets all mylar-protected. (28)
Lot #35 Gwendoline Butler "Coffin in Malta", Geoffrey Bles, 1964, 1st Edn in creased & worn d/jkt; and four other Butler first
editions in worn jackets , Est. £30 - £ 40
Books > Fiction
Gwendoline Butler Coffin in Malta, Geoffrey Bles, 1964, 1st Edn in creased & worn d/jkt; and four other Butler first editions in worn jackets
of which three are ex-library. (5)
Lot #36 Harry Carmichael crime fiction, all Collins first editions in VG/Fine complete d/jkts comprising "Alibi", 1961 (some
scattered foxing to text), , Est. £80 - £ 100
Books > Fiction
Harry Carmichael crime fiction, all Collins first editions in VG/Fine complete d/jkts comprising Alibi, 1961 (some scattered foxing to text), A
Question of Time, 1958 (some spotting to endpapers), Emergency Exit, 1957, and Stranglehold, 1959 (gift inscription). A scarce group (4)
Lot #37 Agatha Christie "Mrs. McGinty’s Dead", Collins, 1952, 1st Edn in near complete d/jkt which is worn & chipped at top &
tail of the spine , Est. £50 - £ 60
Books > Fiction
Agatha Christie Mrs. McGinty's Dead, Collins, 1952, 1st Edn in near complete d/jkt which is worn & chipped at top & tail of the spine with
few tone marks to rear panel; spotting to edge of text block. VG internally, no inscriptions.
Lot #38 Agatha Christie "Taken at the Flood", Collins, 1948, First Edn in a good d/jkt which shows loss at top & tail of the spine; ,
Est. £40 - £ 50
Books > Fiction
Agatha Christie Taken at the Flood, Collins, 1948, First Edn in a good d/jkt which shows loss at top & tail of the spine; neat ownership
inscription to front endpaper. Few minor tone marks. The jacket lacks the price of 8s6d and so is likely taken from a later printing.
Lot #39 Agatha Christie "After the Funeral", Collins, 1953, First Edn in a VG near complete d/jkt the spine of which is slightly
chipped at top and tail , Est. £60 - £ 80
Books > Fiction
Agatha Christie After the Funeral, Collins, 1953, First Edn in a VG near complete d/jkt the spine of which is slightly chipped at top and tail
and a little dulled. Endpapers slightly tanned o/w fine internally, without inscriptions.
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Lot #40 Agatha Christie selection, all Collins publications in d/jkts, the jackets in varied condition; "They Do It With Mirrors",
"Dead Man’s Folly",, Est. £130 - £ 160
Books > Fiction
Agatha Christie selection, all Collins publications in d/jkts, the jackets in varied condition; They Do It With Mirrors, Dead Man's Folly, The
Clocks, and After the Funeral are first editions (the last title lacks front endpaper); The Moving Finger, Death Comes As The End, and The
Labours of Hercules are second impressions, and the remainder later printings. Two books have ownership inscriptions. Fair to VF (14)
Lot #41 Rex Stout "Too Many Clients", 1961, and "Before Midnight", 1956, both Collins 1st Editions in VG complete d/jkts, the
latter with ownership stamp , Est. £40 - £ 50
Books > Fiction
Rex Stout Too Many Clients, 1961, and Before Midnight, 1956, both Collins 1st Editions in VG complete d/jkts, the latter with ownership
stamp to front endpaper and library stamp on reverse of title page; together with the United States 1st Edn of Before Midnight Viking
Press, 1955, in a damaged d/jkt. (3)
Lot #42 Rex Stout crime fiction selection, all in d/jkts, mostly Collins 1st Edns, plus two second impressions; and two Viking 1st
Edns, Est. £170 - £ 200
Books > Fiction
Rex Stout crime fiction selection, all in d/jkts, mostly Collins 1st Edns, plus two second impressions; and two Viking 1st Edns including The
Silent Speaker 1946 in damaged d/jkt; most jackets are good to fine but Bad for Business has pieces missing and Black Orchids (a 2nd
impression) is heavily tape-stained. Trio for Blunt Instruments is ex-library, The Father Hunt has an ownership signature. (12)
Lot #43 G.K. Chesterton, Agatha Christie and others "The Floating Admiral", Doubleday, Doran & Co, 1932, 1st US Edn, VG in a
fine facsimile d/jkt, , Est. £50 - £ 60
Books > Fiction
G.K. Chesterton, Agatha Christie and others The Floating Admiral, Doubleday, Doran & Co, 1932, 1st US Edn, VG in a fine facsimile d/jkt,
top of front endpaper chipped; and the Macmillan 1981 re-issue in fine d/jkt, the text browned throughout due to paper quality. No
inscriptions. (2)
Lot #44 H.C. Bailey "Honour Among Thieves", Macdonald & Co., 1947, First Edition in edgeworn but o/w complete d/jkt with
couple of small closed tears; , Est. £50 - £ 70
Books > Fiction
H.C. Bailey Honour Among Thieves, Macdonald & Co., 1947, First Edition in edgeworn but o/w complete d/jkt with couple of small closed
tears; light tanning to endpapers o/w fine internally. Spotting to edge of textblock.
Lot #45 Josephine Bell crime fiction 1940s/70s, all bar one in mostly good to fine d/jkts,but "A Well-Known Face" worn and
"Such A Nice Client" price-clipped, Est. £100 - £ 120
Books > Fiction
Josephine Bell crime fiction 1940s/70s, all bar one in mostly good to fine d/jkts but A Well-Known Face very worn and Such A Nice Client
price-clipped; mostly first editions, The Port of London Murders and Death at Half-Term 1940s reprints; three have ownership inscriptions;
a few with foxing/toning to prelims especially New People at the Hollies. (9)
Lot #46 George Bellairs crime fiction, mostly 1960s Thriller Book Club Editions but including Giffford originals comprising "The
Murder of a Quack", Est. £60 - £ 80
Books > Fiction
George Bellairs crime fiction, mostly 1960s Thriller Book Club Editions but including Giffford originals comprising The Murder of a Quack
(1943, gift inscription) in very faded cloth, and The Case of the Demented Spiv (undated), VG, in a very worn d/jkt; the remainder all in the
jackets, of variable quality, generally VG or better. (12)
Lot #47 Christopher Bush first edition crime fiction in d/jkts, published by Macdonald (3) or Macmillan (3, USA), the jackets with
some wear , Est. £40 - £ 50
Books > Fiction
Christopher Bush first edition crime fiction in d/jkts, published by Macdonald (3) or Macmillan (3, USA), the jackets with some wear but
complete/near-complete (two slightly chipped); The Case of the Good Employer ex-library. (6)
Lot #48 Gwendoline Butler "The Dull Dead", Geoffrey Bles,1958, 1st Edition in a slightly edgeworn but o/w complete d/jkt; VG
internally, without inscriptions., Est. £50 - £ 70
Books > Fiction
Gwendoline Butler The Dull Dead, Geoffrey Bles, 1958, 1st Edition in a slightly edgeworn but o/w complete d/jkt; VG internally, without
inscriptions.
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Lot #49 Gwendoline Butler crime fiction, all published by Geoffrey Bles, comprising "The Interloper", 1959, 1st Edn in edgeworn
& slightly chipped d/jkt,, Est. £60 - £ 80
Books > Glamour
Gwendoline Butler crime fiction, all published by Geoffrey Bles, comprising The Interloper, 1959, 1st Edn in edgeworn & slightly chipped
d/jkt, fine internally; Coffin in Oxford, 1st Edn in the usual amended price d/jkt which has a large piece missing from top of the front panel,
fine internally; and Death Lives Next Door, 1960, 2nd impression in VG d/jkt, library stamp at foot of first page of text. (3)
Lot #50 Late-19th/early 20th Century children's & illustrated selection including Rosina Emmet "Pretty Peggy and Other
Ballads", Dodd, Mead & Co, 1880; , Est. £120 - £ 150
Books > Illustrated
Late-19th/early 20th Century children's & illustrated selection including Rosina Emmet Pretty Peggy and Other Ballads, Dodd, Mead & Co,
1880; Hoffmann The English Struwwelpeter, Griffith, Farrar, Browne & Co; Walter Crane The Baby's Bouquet Routledge, text loose
[1878]; The Motograph Moving Picture Book, Bliss, Sands & Co, complete with transparency device (text loose); Harry Payne Our
Volunteers, Raphael Tuck; W. Heath Robinson Some Frightful War Pictures, Duckworth, 1915; and various others, plus a one later title.
Mixed condition with worn and grubby covers but generally good internally. (14)
Lot #51 1867 rare In Memoriam card for The Manchester Martyrs (aka The Three Fenians) executed at New Bailey prison on Nov.
30th. , Est. £40 - £ 50
Ephemera
1867 rare In Memoriam card for The Manchester Martyrs (aka The Three Fenians) executed at New Bailey prison on Nov. 30th. The three
Irish Nationalists were involved in the escape of two senior republicans from a police van in September 1867 during which a policeman
was killed. Some staining and worn corners. Complete with research notes.
Lot #52 Greville Wynne "The Man from Odessa", Robert Hale, 1981, 1st Edn, in a VG complete d/jkt; small ownership label to
front pastedown. Fine internally. , Est. £15 - £ 20
Books > History
Greville Wynne The Man from Odessa, Robert Hale, 1981, 1st Edn, in a VG complete d/jkt; small ownership label to front pastedown. Fine
internally. 255pp + photo-plates.
Lot #53 "The Nelson Dispatch: Journal of the Nelson Society", 1985-2004, mainly 1990s/2000s, 42 issues (one with cover
stained), and nine related monographs,, Est. £15 - £ 20
Home
The Nelson Dispatch: Journal of the Nelson Society, 1985-2004, mainly 1990s/2000s, 42 issues (one with cover stained), and nine related
monographs, two heavily duplicated. All A5 softbacks. Mainly fine. (100)
Lot #54 Alfred Ingham "A History of Altrincham and Bowdon", 1879; James Cocks "Memorials of Hatherlow", 1895; , Est. £20 - £
30
Books > History
Alfred Ingham A History of Altrincham and Bowdon, 1879; James Cocks Memorials of Hatherlow, 1895; and Woods & Brown The Rise
and Progress of Wallasey, 1960; all in the original bindings, worn, with bumped corners, but VG/Fine internally with all plates. (3)
Lot #55 Nelson related softback publications, 1980s/2000s, with 37 different titles, some much duplicated; plus 1980s/90s issues
of "The Nelson Dispatch,, Est. £20 - £ 30
Books > Military
Nelson related softback publications, 1980s/2000s, with 37 different titles, some much duplicated; plus 1980s/90s issues of The Nelson
Dispatch, Journal of the Nelson Society (22), plus facsimile newspapers and drawings of HMS Victory. VG/VF (Large qty, over 10 kilos)
Lot #56 Herbert Tichy "Cho Oyu: By Favour of the Gods", Methuen,1957, First English Edition, fine, in a VG near complete d/jkt ,
Est. £60 - £ 80
Books > Mountaineering
Herbert Tichy Cho Oyu: By Favour of the Gods, Methuen, 1957, First English Edition, fine, in a VG near complete d/jkt (slightly chipped at
foot of spine), slight browning to d/jkt, complete with 26 plates (4 coloured). 196pp
Lot #57 Robert Morden "Leicestershire", 1695 (or later), sold by Abel Swale, Awnsham & John Churchill. Hand coloured map. 45
x 60cm. Set in a card mount. , Est. £40 - £ 50
Maps
Robert Morden Leicestershire, 1695 (or later), sold by Abel Swale, Awnsham & John Churchill. Hand coloured map. 45 x 60cm. Set in a
card mount. Central fold (as issued). VG
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Lot #58 "Our Beautiful Homeland. Painted by Ernest W. Haslehust". Gresham, 1940s, eight various volumes, all with the colour
plates, , Est. £20 - £ 30
Books > Topography
Our Beautiful Homeland. Painted by Ernest W. Haslehust. Gresham, 1940s, eight various volumes, all with the colour plates, mixed
condition; together with two other illustrated works, one ex-library. (10)
Lot #59 Stanley Matthews autographed magazine cutting, together with first edition of his book "Feet First", Ewen & Dale, 1948.
VG. , Est. £10 - £ 15
Autographs
Stanley Matthews autographed magazine cutting, together with first edition of his book Feet First, Ewen & Dale, 1948. VG.
Lot #60 Passenger Ships ephemera with much 1950s/60s, some earlier, from wide range of companies including Cunard, P&O,
Furness Withy, Union Castle etc; with , Est. £80 - £ 100
Ephemera
Passenger Ships ephemera with much 1950s/60s, some earlier, from wide range of companies including Cunard, P&O, Furness Withy,
Union Castle etc; with many Menus, plus passenger lists, shore guides, and other items. Good to fine. (185+)
Lot #61 Photographs of private operator coaches and double-decker buses, all b/w, PC size, including Scout (28), Fishwick (23),
and various others. , Est. £40 - £ 50
Photographs
Photographs of private operator coaches and double-decker buses, all b/w, PC size, including Scout (28), Fishwick (23), and various
others. All fine quality close-ups. (123)
Lot #62 Collection of Western Scottish Motor Traction photographs of buses & coaches, all b/w, PC size, all fine close-ups. (152),
Est. £40 - £ 50
Photographs
Collection of Western Scottish Motor Traction photographs of buses & coaches, all b/w, PC size, all fine close-ups. (152)
Lot #63 London area independent coach operator photographs, all b/w, PC size, including Samuelson’s (53), Timpson (41),
Valliant (62) plus various others, , Est. £60 - £ 80
Photographs
London area independent coach operator photographs, all b/w, PC size, including Samuelson's (53), Timpson (41), Valliant (62) plus
various others, all fine close-ups, excellent quality. (217)
Lot #64 London Transport single-decker buses, a collection of b/w photographs, PC size including types SMS (14), RF (51) BL
(34) and various others. , Est. £30 - £ 40
Photographs
London Transport single-decker buses, a collection of b/w photographs, PC size including types SMS (14), RF (51) BL (34) and various
others. All fine close-ups, excellent quality. (112)
Lot #65 London Transport ‘Routemaster’ double-decker buses, a collection of b/w photographs, PC size, all fine close-ups,
excellent quality. (140), Est. £40 - £ 50
Photographs
London Transport ‘Routemaster' double-decker buses, a collection of b/w photographs, PC size, all fine close-ups, excellent quality. (140)
Lot #66 North West of England Municipal bus company photographs, largely b/w, PC size, including Manchester (72), Wigan (28),
Bolton (35), Blackburn (55), , Est. £50 - £ 70
Photographs
North West of England Municipal bus company photographs, largely b/w, PC size, including Manchester (72), Wigan (28), Bolton (35),
Blackburn (55), and various others. Mostly fine close-ups but some variable quality. (249)
Lot #67 London Transport double-decker buses, a collection of b/w photographs, PC size, including types DMS (31), MB (30),
and various others; , Est. £30 - £ 40
Photographs
London Transport double-decker buses, a collection of b/w photographs, PC size, including types DMS (31), MB (30), and various others;
all fine close-ups, excellent quality. (125)
Lot #68 West Midlands Municipal bus company photographs, all b/w, PC size, notably West Midlands PTE (105), plus
Birmingham City (39) and others, , Est. £60 - £ 70
Photographs
West Midlands Municipal bus company photographs, all b/w, PC size, notably West Midlands PTE (105), plus Birmingham City (39) and
others, together with Potteries Motor Traction single & double-deckers (62). Largely fine close-ups, and mostly excellent quality. (219)
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Lot #69 London Transport bus photographs, both types RT and RTL, all b/w, PC size, largely fine close-ups and mostly VG
quality. (169) , Est. £50 - £ 60
Photographs
London Transport bus photographs, both types RT and RTL, all b/w, PC size, largely fine close-ups and mostly VG quality. (169)
Lot #70 Countrywide selection of b/w photographs of private company coaches, wide variety, all PC size, all fine close-ups and
excellent quality. (283) , Est. £70 - £ 90
Photographs
Countrywide selection of b/w photographs of private company coaches, wide variety, all PC size, all fine close-ups and excellent quality.
(283)
Lot #71 Collection of photographs of East Midlands coaches & buses, the latter mostly single-decker, notably Barton Transport
(86), Trent Motor Traction (81),, Est. £80 - £ 120
Photographs
Collection of photographs of East Midlands coaches & buses, the latter mostly single-decker, notably Barton Transport (86), Trent Motor
Traction (81), East Midland Motor Services (97), and a variety of others. All b/w, PC size and excellent quality. (348)
Lot #72 Collection of Die-Cast Model Vehicles with the original boxes, the models in mint condition, mostly Lledo, plus
promotional items , Est. £40 - £ 50
Toys and Models
Collection of Die-Cast Model Vehicles with the original boxes, the models in mint condition, mostly Lledo, plus promotional items e.g.
Brooke Bond and Reader's Digest. Few Corgi and Matchbox noted. Most are commercial vehicles. (86)
Lot #73 Part-sets & odds including scarce P size Wix "Kensitas Flowers" (5, two different), Wills "Association Footballers"
(49/50), , Est. £50 - £ 60
Cigarette and Trade Cards
Part-sets & odds including scarce P size Wix Kensitas Flowers (5, two different), Wills Association Footballers (49/50), Wills & Players L
size issues (84) including Wills Racehorses & Jockeys 1938 (34/40), and other useful. Good to VF (219)
Lot #74 A collection of late-19th Century Trade Cards all laid down in a large scrap album of French origin, together with some
other assorted scraps. , Est. £60 - £ 80
Cigarette and Trade Cards
A collection of late-19th Century Trade Cards all laid down in a large scrap album of French origin, together with some other assorted
scraps. Many attractive items and mostly very good condition. Some pages have been removed. (c.475 trade cards, plus other items)
Lot #75 A.& B.C. Gum "Monkees" (coloured) 1967, 50 of 55, VG/VF, largely fine/VF. , Est. £30 - £ 40
Cigarette and Trade Cards
A.& B.C. Gum Monkees (coloured) 1967, 50 of 55, VG/VF, largely fine/VF.
Lot #76 Brooke Bond & Co, a large quantity of odds, sorted into titles, 1960s to 1990s, chiefly 1980s/90s, together with some
Barratt and others. , Est. £20 - £ 30
Cigarette and Trade Cards
Brooke Bond & Co, a large quantity of odds, sorted into titles, 1960s to 1990s, chiefly 1980s/90s, together with some Barratt and others.
Mostly fine. (abt.5000)
Lot #77 Liebig 1878 issues in modern album comprising Unificato F.65 (set of 10); F.68, F.75, and F.76 in sets of 6; F.81 set of 12;
F.83 set of 6; , Est. £250 - £ 300
Cigarette and Trade Cards
Liebig 1878 issues in modern album comprising Unificato F.65 (set of 10); F.68, F.75, and F.76 in sets of 6; F.81 set of 12; F.83 set of 6;
F.88 set of 12; F.97 set of 4; and F.99 set of 6. Good to fine and a scarce group. Cat (Murray, 2004) £2,600
Lot #78 Liebig 1883 issues in plastic sleeves all in sets of 6 comprising Unificato F.103, F.108, F.127, F.141, and F. 147. Good to
fine., Est. £50 - £ 60
Cigarette and Trade Cards
Liebig 1883 issues in plastic sleeves all in sets of 6 comprising Unificato F.103, F.108, F.127, F.141, and F. 147. Good to fine. Cat
(Murray, 2004) £542.
Lot #79 Liebig 1891-1892 collection in modern album, all in sets, comprising Unificato F.301 to F.306, F.308 to F.314, F.317 to
F.322, F.324 to F.327, , Est. £340 - £ 380
Cigarette and Trade Cards
Liebig 1891-1892 collection in modern album, all in sets, comprising Unificato F.301 to F.306, F.308 to F.314, F.317 to F.322, F.324 to
F.327, F.329, F.330 (set of 12), F.331 to F.333, F.335, F.336, and F.338 to F.350. One card each from F.324,
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Lot #80 Liebig 1892-1893 collection in modern album, all in sets, comprising Unificato F.351 to F.354, F.356 to F.369, F.370 (set of
12), F.371, , Est. £270 - £ 320
Cigarette and Trade Cards
Liebig 1892-1893 collection in modern album, all in sets, comprising Unificato F.351 to F.354, F.356 to F.369, F.370 (set of 12), F.371,
F.373 to F.375, F.377 to F.390, and F.393 to F.399. Fair to VF, mostly VG to fine. Cat (Murray, 2004) £3032.
Lot #81 Liebig 1893-1895 collection in modern album, all in sets, comprising Unificato F.401 to F.404, F.407 to F.419, F.421 to
F.423, F.425, , Est. £260 - £ 300
Cigarette and Trade Cards
Liebig 1893-1895 collection in modern album, all in sets, comprising Unificato F.401 to F.404, F.407 to F.419, F.421 to F.423, F.425,
F.427 to F.432, F.434 to F.448, and F.450. Fair to VF, mostly VG/Fine. Cat (Murray, 2004) £3,105.
Lot #82 Liebig 1895-1897 collection in modern album, all in sets, comprising Unificato F.451 to F.459, F.461, F.463 to F.473,
F.475, F.476, F.479 to F.497,, Est. £200 - £ 250
Cigarette and Trade Cards
Liebig 1895-1897 collection in modern album, all in sets, comprising Unificato F.451 to F.459, F.461, F.463 to F.473, F.475, F.476, F.479
to F.497, and F.500. Good to VF. Cat (Murray, 2004) £2362
Lot #83 Liebig 1900-1902 collection in modern album, 47 different sets from Unificato F.651 to F.700, good to VF, mostly VG/Fine.
, Est. £80 - £ 100
Cigarette and Trade Cards
Liebig 1900-1902 collection in modern album, 47 different sets from Unificato F.651 to F.700, good to VF, mostly VG/Fine. Does not
include F.662, F.672 and F.698.
Lot #84 Panini "The Fox and the Hound", 1981, complete with the related Disney series, the VF set of 360, plus six issued
packets. , Est. £30 - £ 40
Cigarette and Trade Cards
Panini The Fox and the Hound, 1981, complete with the related Disney series, the VF set of 360, plus six issued packets.
Lot #85 Panini "Super Moto", 1993, a collection of 200 odds, with light duplication, together with an unused album. Mostly VF,
Est. £20 - £ 30
Cigarette and Trade Cards
Panini Super Moto, 1993, a collection of 200 odds, with light duplication, together with an unused album. Mostly VF
Lot #86 John Player & Sons "Golf", 1939, the set of 25, mostly fine but card No.1 badly marked and No.25 a little grubby., Est.
£20 - £ 30
Cigarette and Trade Cards
John Player & Sons Golf, 1939, the set of 25, mostly fine but card No.1 badly marked and No.25 a little grubby.
Lot #87 Topps Chewing Gum Inc. "Footballers" 1977, red back, 288 of 330; a few creased but most are good/VF. (288), Est. £30 £ 40
Cigarette and Trade Cards
Topps Chewing Gum Inc. Footballers 1977, red back, 288 of 330; a few creased but most are good/VF. (288)
Lot #88 W.D. & H.O. Wills "Cities of Britain" 1929, 11 of 12, VG/Fine , Est. £40 - £ 50
Cigarette and Trade Cards
W.D. & H.O. Wills Cities of Britain 1929, 11 of 12, VG/Fine
Lot #89 VG selection including RP Hastings Pier Fire 1917; RP Brighton coastal erosion; embossed Brighton ‘shells’ card; RP
street scenes of Tankerton, , Est. £70 - £ 80
Postcards
VG selection including RP Hastings Pier Fire 1917; RP Brighton coastal erosion; embossed Brighton ‘shells' card; RP street scenes of
Tankerton, Port Erin & Glenridding; fine German map card; the 'Eagle and Child Inn' at Weeton; Furness Railway Station; many Lake
District (mainly RPs); Singer Sewing Machine advert; etc. One PU 1919 with fine LAXEY / ISLE OF MAN cds. Mainly VG/VF (74)
Lot #90 All-period mix in mixed condition with some better noted including Disney ‘Snow White’ (7), military/naval (28), comic
(20); plus much GB topo, , Est. £50 - £ 60
Postcards
All-period mix in mixed condition with some better noted including Disney ‘Snow White' (7), military/naval (28), comic (20); plus much GB
topo, notably Rochester & Chatham with useful RPs. 54 are Continental size. Poor to VF. (over 350).
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Lot #91 UK & Foreign 1900s to 1960s with many UK Exhibitions, and mixed topography & themes; many PU including some
postal stationery cards. , Est. £30 - £ 40
Postcards
UK & Foreign 1900s to 1960s with many UK Exhibitions, and mixed topography & themes; many PU including some postal stationery
cards. Includes VG 1905 GK. & ARDRISHAIG PACKET / COLUMBA cds and other postal history interest. Mixed condition. (160)
Lot #92 UK & Foreign mix with main interest in hand-painted (31) and Royalty (40), plus Snowdon Mountain Railway (7 RPs),
views of South Uist (6), , Est. £40 - £ 50
Postcards
UK & Foreign mix with main interest in hand-painted (31) and Royalty (40), plus Snowdon Mountain Railway (7 RPs), views of South Uist
(6), and various others. Mainly good to fine. (108)
Lot #93 Collection in nine albums, mostly modern subject cards but including fine 1910 set of six Liebig Fray-Bentos advertising
cards (Murray cat. £120, Est. £40 - £ 50
Postcards
Collection in nine albums, mostly modern subject cards but including fine 1910 set of six Liebig Fray-Bentos advertising cards (Murray cat.
£120), 1915 RP of Arden Hall nr.Denton, and some modern trade card sets. VG/VF (100s)
Lot #94 UK topography in modern album including early LLs of London (12); RP street scenes of West Brompton, Haydock (2),
Burnley, Kents Bank,, Est. £60 - £ 80
Postcards
UK topography in modern album including early LLs of London (12); RP street scenes of West Brompton, Haydock (2), Burnley, Kents
Bank, Bowdon, Nantwich, Haslemere; plus watermills, churches etc. Mostly VG/VF (200)
Lot #95 Fire Brigade scenes by Raphael Tuck, all "Fighting the Flames" from various series. Duplication. Fair to VF (20), Est.
£40 - £ 50
Postcards
Fire Brigade scenes by Raphael Tuck, all Fighting the Flames from various series. Duplication. Fair to VF (20)
Lot #96 Gibraltar 1900s to 1940s, chiefly printed types, various publishers, including military scenes (5) and few other better.
Good to VF (68), Est. £40 - £ 50
Postcards
Gibraltar 1900s to 1940s, chiefly printed types, various publishers, including military scenes (5) and few other better. Good to VF (68)
Lot #97 Gibraltar c.1910 to 1940s, all RPs, with military interest and good variety of views including street scenes. VG/VF (60),
Est. £50 - £ 60
Postcards
Gibraltar c.1910 to 1940s, all RPs, with military interest and good variety of views including street scenes. VG/VF (60)
Lot #98 Gibraltar views (48), various publishers, plus few other items including patriotic embroidered silk cloth and 19th Cent.
carte-de-visite photo., Est. £30 - £ 40
Postcards
Gibraltar views (48), various publishers, plus few other items including patriotic embroidered silk cloth and 19th Century carte-de-visite
photo. Good/VF
Lot #99 Irish themes 1900s to 1930s, mostly coloured including John Carey and other named artists; with humorous types,
glamour, rural scenes, , Est. £20 - £ 30
Postcards
Irish themes 1900s to 1930s, mostly coloured including John Carey and other named artists; with humorous types, glamour, rural scenes,
jaunting cars etc. One made of peat. Mixed condition. (60)
Lot #100 Nottingham views in plastic sleeves, plus some other Nottinghamshire; mostly EVII/GV period. Fair to fine. (110), Est.
£30 - £ 40
Postcards
Nottingham views in plastic sleeves, plus some other Nottinghamshire; mostly EVII/GV period. Fair to fine. (110)
Lot #101 Surrey topography and few Sussex; with many rural views, plus street scenes of West Byfleet, Shepperton, Hindhead,
Haslemere and Forest Row., Est. £30 - £ 40
Postcards
Surrey topography and few Sussex; with many rural views, plus street scenes of West Byfleet, Shepperton, Hindhead, Haslemere and
Forest Row. In plastic sleeves. Some mixed condition. (85)
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Lot #102 Postal Stationery from QV, largely unused and mostly GB plus some Australia, Swiss, USA & few others. The majority
are QE2 period. Fine (128), Est. £30 - £ 40
Stamps > Great Britain
Postal Stationery from QV, largely unused and mostly GB plus some Australia, Swiss, USA & few others. The majority are QE2 period.
Fine (128)
Lot #103 Covers & Cards 1950s/80s, mostly philatelic with interest in ships’ mail (especially German Schiffspost), ocean
surveys, FDCs, etc. , Est. £20 - £ 30
Stamps > Postal History
Covers & Cards 1950s/80s, mostly philatelic with interest in ships' mail (especially German Schiffspost), ocean surveys, FDCs, etc. Good
range of countries. VG/VF (126)
Lot #104 Queen Elizabeth 80th Birthday UM collection in two Lindner-T hingeless albums including 82 miniature sheets or
sheetlets. Fine , Est. £80 - £ 100
Stamps > British Commonwealth
Queen Elizabeth 80th Birthday UM collection in two Lindner-T hingeless albums including 82 miniature sheets or sheetlets. Fine
Lot #105 Late-19th & early-20th Century unused Postal Stationery Post Cards & Letter Cards, notably Great Britain, Australian
States, Guatemala, , Est. £20 - £ 30
Stamps > Great Britain
Late-19th & early-20th Century unused Postal Stationery Post Cards & Letter Cards, notably Great Britain, Australian States, Guatemala,
and South African provinces. Fair to fine. (40)
Lot #106 All-period mix of stamps, covers & some ephemera; includes France SG 456 FU, West Berlin SG B61/63 FU, some
useful Br.C/W, etc. (Few 100), Est. £50 - £ 70
Stamps > Foreign
All-period mix of stamps, covers & some ephemera; includes France SG 456 FU, West Berlin SG B61/63 FU, some useful Br.C/W, etc.
(Few 100)
Lot #107 Box of covers & stamps from 19th Century to modern with few better items noted. (Few 100), Est. £30 - £ 40
Stamps > World Collections
Box of covers & stamps from 19th Century to modern with few better items noted. (Few 100)
Lot #108 Collection of Foreign neatly arranged in two loose-leaf albums, largely used with some interest in France & Cols, China,
USA and others. , Est. £40 - £ 50
Stamps > Foreign
Collection of Foreign neatly arranged in two loose-leaf albums, largely used with some interest in France & Cols, China, USA and others.
Mainly good to fine. (4,200+)
Lot #109 Foreign collection 1860s to 1980s in album & stockbook, largely mint or UM, some in sets, with interest in Europe &
Colonies, Latin America, , Est. £50 - £ 70
Stamps > Foreign
Foreign collection 1860s to 1980s in album & stockbook, largely mint or UM, some in sets, with interest in Europe & Colonies, Latin
America, and various others. Much useful French Colonies noted. Mainly good to VF. (Many 100s)
Lot #110 Commonwealth & Foreign ranges in large stockbook & three binders; with interest in Hong Kong, Fiji, Gold Coast,
Ceylon, India & States, France, , Est. £70 - £ 90
Stamps > British Commonwealth
Commonwealth & Foreign ranges in large stockbook & three binders; with interest in Hong Kong, Fiji, Gold Coast, Ceylon, India & States,
France, Andorra, and others, 1890s to modern. Used predominate. Varied condition. (1000s)
Lot #111 British Commonwealth GVI/QE2 largely mint ranges in stockbook with much UM; main interest in Bermuda, Cocos Is,
Hong Kong, B.A.T., Falkland Is, , Est. £80 - £ 100
Stamps > British Commonwealth
British Commonwealth GVI/QE2 largely mint ranges in stockbook with much UM; main interest in Bermuda, Cocos Is, Hong Kong, B.A.T.,
Falkland Is, plus some Channel Is and GB. (900 + 16MS)
Lot #112 Largely Foreign UM in stockbook with main interest in Faroe Islands, Liechtenstein, Monaco including SG MS163 (Cat
£100), , Est. £50 - £ 70
Stamps > Foreign
Largely Foreign UM in stockbook with main interest in Faroe Islands, Liechtenstein, Monaco including SG MS163 (Cat £100), plus minisheets and sheetlets of various countries. VG/VF (few 100)
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Lot #113 British C/W ranges in two stockbooks, largely QE2 mint with much UM; includes 1953 Coronation Omnibus (almost all
never hinged), , Est. £50 - £ 60
Stamps > British Commonwealth
British C/W ranges in two stockbooks, largely QE2 mint with much UM; includes 1953 Coronation Omnibus (almost all never hinged),
Montserrat defins to $10, and other useful. (abt. 500)
Lot #114 British Empire QV/GV collection in album, M&U, with many useful items; interest in Australia and States, Cayman Is,
Egypt including good Postage Dues,, Est. £100 - £ 130
Stamps > British Commonwealth
British Empire QV/GV collection in album, M&U, with many useful items; interest in Australia and States, Cayman Is, Egypt including good
Postage Dues, Fiji with QV to 5s FU, Rhodesia SG 98 FU, India QV issues, and other better. Mixed condition. High catalogue value.
(c.950)
Lot #115 All-period world accumulation on many album leaves, in stockbooks (2), binder & loose; interest in GV period C/W,
many miniature sheets (abt. 170), , Est. £50 - £ 60
Stamps > World Collections
All-period world accumulation on many album leaves, in stockbooks (2), binder & loose; interest in GV period C/W, many miniature sheets
(abt.170), European ranges including a collection in album, etc. Mixed condition. (Some 1000s)
Lot #116 Good mixed lot in carton with many 1990s GB presentation packs, collection of UM Spain in two hingeless albums,
Ill.FDCs of China,, Est. £100 - £ 130
Stamps > Great Britain
Good mixed lot in carton with many 1990s GB presentation packs, collection of UM Spain in two hingeless albums, Ill.FDCs of China, and
other items. (Large qty)
Lot #117 All-period world accumulation in large carton, contained in packets, old approval sheets, in boxes, album, stockleaves
etc; , Est. £120 - £ 150
Stamps > World Collections
All-period world accumulation in large carton, contained in packets, old approval sheets, in boxes, album, stockleaves etc; mint & used
with emphasis on Europe & Colonies, Far East and Latin America. (Many 1000s)
Lot #118 British Commonwealth ranges in simplex album, mainly GVI/QE2 with some useful earlier; interest in New Zealand,
Malay States, Trinidad , Est. £30 - £ 40
Stamps > British Commonwealth
British Commonwealth ranges in simplex album, mainly GVI/QE2 with some useful earlier; interest in New Zealand, Malay States, Trinidad
and various others. Used predominate. (100s)
Lot #119 Mainly UM ranges in stockbook with main interest in 1960s/80s GB, Russia (including CTO), plus some oddments of
Br.C/Wealth. VG/VF (Few 100) , Est. £40 - £ 50
Stamps > Great Britain
Mainly UM ranges in stockbook with main interest in 1960s/80s GB, Russia (including CTO), plus some oddments of Br.C/Wealth. VG/VF
(Few 100)
Lot #120 Ranges in large stockbook from 19th Century to modern with main interest in France, Belgian Congo, Belgium,
Portugal, Netherlands and Spain. , Est. £40 - £ 50
Stamps > Foreign
Ranges in large stockbook from 19th Century to modern with main interest in France, Belgian Congo, Belgium, Portugal, Netherlands and
Spain. Some light duplication. Used predominate. Fair to VF (Several 100s)
Lot #121 Far East M&U ranges in stockbook with main interest in South & North Korea, Indo-China and Vietnam with some
useful mid-period. Fair to VF (Few 100s), Est. £30 - £ 40
Stamps > Foreign
Far East M&U ranges in stockbook with main interest in South & North Korea, Indo-China and Vietnam with some useful mid-period. Fair
to VF (Few 100s)
Lot #122 Foreign ranges in stockbook with main interest in Denmark 1915 5kr (2) VGU/FU and better Newspaper stamps used,
Spain including few early issues , Est. £60 - £ 80
Stamps > Foreign
Foreign ranges in stockbook with main interest in Denmark 1915 5kr (2) VGU/FU and better Newspaper stamps used, Spain including few
early issues and 1950s mint, and China including Japanese Occupation. (Few 100s)
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Lot #123 GB & Commonwealth ranges in large stockbook; the GB from QV in generally good/fine condition with 1d red plate
nos., and mostly UM QE2 , Est. £50 - £ 60
Stamps > Great Britain
GB & Commonwealth ranges in large stockbook; the GB from QV in generally good/fine condition with 1d red plate nos., and mostly UM
QE2 including decimal; the C/W mostly used especially India & Australia. Also some foreign. (Many 100s)
Lot #124 Largely UM ranges in stockbook including 40 C/W and Foreign miniature sheets and sheetlets, and many DDR issues in
sets. Little duplication. (100s), Est. £40 - £ 60
Stamps > Foreign
Largely UM ranges in stockbook including 40 C/W and Foreign miniature sheets and sheetlets, and many DDR issues in sets. Little
duplication. (100s)
Lot #125 British Commonwealth mainly mint or UM ranges in stockbook, mostly QE2 with many sets but some earlier including
used Gold Coast GV to 5s. (Few 100), Est. £40 - £ 50
Stamps > British Commonwealth
British Commonwealth mainly mint or UM ranges in stockbook, mostly QE2 with many sets but some earlier including used Gold Coast
GV to 5s. (Few 100)
Lot #126 World accumulation in stockbooks, folders and many packets, largely 20th Century, M&U and UM including GB & C/W.
(Many 1000s) (14 kilos, Est. £70 - £ 100
Stamps > Great Britain
World accumulation in stockbooks, folders and many packets, largely 20th Century, M&U and UM including GB & C/W. (Many 1000s) (14
kilos)
Lot #127 World ranges on stockcards, M&U and UM; interest in Ireland, GB, Greece, Monaco, some GVI C/W mint, and various
others. , Est. £50 - £ 70
Stamps > World Collections
World ranges on stockcards, M&U and UM; interest in Ireland, GB, Greece, Monaco, some GVI C/W mint, and various others. In storage
box; varied condition. (100s)
Lot #128 All-period world ranges in several stockbooks, binders, in packets etc; includes old approval sheets with interest in
early USA and British Empire,, Est. £120 - £ 150
Stamps > British Commonwealth
All-period world ranges in several stockbooks, binders, in packets etc; includes old approval sheets with interest in early USA and British
Empire, bundle of 1990s GB presentation packs; album pages of early 20th Century Europe, modern miniature sheets, etc. (Many 1000s)
(20 kilos)
Lot #129 Shoebox with many old approval sheets especially British Empire and China, modern booklets of Ireland, country
packets, etc. (Many 100s), Est. £70 - £ 100
Stamps > British Commonwealth
Shoebox with many old approval sheets especially British Empire and China, modern booklets of Ireland, country packets, etc. (Many
100s)
Lot #130 Bundle of Covers etc WWI to c.1951 with much GB and British Forces mail, many with censor marks/tapes. Some better
items noted. , Est. £30 - £ 40
Stamps > Postal History
Bundle of Covers etc WWI to c.1951 with much GB and British Forces mail, many with censor marks/tapes. Some better items noted. Very
mixed condition. (111)
Lot #131 John Easton "The De La Rue History of British & Foreign Postage Stamps", Faber, 1958, fine in the issued d/jkt, in
slipcase. 846pp plus plates., Est. £30 - £ 40
Stamps > Philatelic Literature
John Easton The De La Rue History of British & Foreign Postage Stamps, Faber, 1958, fine in the issued d/jkt, in slipcase. 846pp plus
plates.
Lot #132 British Commonwealth GV/GVI Omnibus issues in s/book, apparently all UM, including 1935 Jubilee Sierra Leone 1d
Extra Flagstaff, Est. £50 - £ 60
Stamps > British Commonwealth
British Commonwealth GV/GVI Omnibus issues in s/book, apparently all UM, including 1935 Jubilee Sierra Leone 1d Extra Flagstaff in
positional block of 4; selection of Victory issues with varieties in positional blocks, mostly unlisted in SG; and many Coronation & Victory
sets. Largely VF. The listed varieties alone Cat £172. (c.250)
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Lot #133 Maritime mail, worldwide, 20th Century, with wide range of Paquebot cachets, Sea Post datestamps, ships’ markings
etc. Fair to VF (89), Est. £50 - £ 60
Stamps > Postal History
Maritime mail, worldwide, 20th Century, with wide range of Paquebot cachets, Sea Post datestamps, ships' markings etc. Fair to VF (89)
Lot #134 First Flight & Special Flight Covers, 1920s to 1970s, chiefly pre-1960, worldwide with good range of carriers. Good to
VF (37), Est. £40 - £ 50
Stamps > Postal History
First Flight & Special Flight Covers, 1920s to 1970s, chiefly pre-1960, worldwide with good range of carriers. Good to VF (37)
Lot #135 Postal Stationery, unused, 19th Century to 1980s (including aerogrammes), with main interest in Germany with much
1930s, India, Canada and France., Est. £40 - £ 50
Stamps > Foreign
Postal Stationery, unused, 19th Century to 1980s (including aerogrammes), with main interest in Germany with much 1930s, India,
Canada and France. Duplication. All periods well represented. Mainly fine. (130)
Lot #136 C/wealth & Foreign 20th Century covers & cards, including WW2 Gold Coast (9) and Gibraltar (8) with censor cachets;
EVII/GV period Bahrain (6);, Est. £50 - £ 70
Stamps > Postal History
C/wealth & Foreign 20th Century covers & cards, including WW2 Gold Coast (9) and Gibraltar (8) with censor cachets; EVII/GV period
Bahrain (6); India & States (28) including airmail & censored; and variety of others. Some mixed condition. (135)
Lot #137 Bahamas, Barbados and St. Lucia in stockbook, mostly UM QE2 including definitive sets (12) to top values, plus some
useful UM GVI , Est. £60 - £ 80
Stamps > British Commonwealth
Bahamas, Barbados and St. Lucia in stockbook, mostly UM QE2 including definitive sets (12) to top values, plus some useful UM GVI with
Bahamas to 1s (3 different shades). VG/VF (abt.350)
Lot #138 Mid-period to modern UM foreign ranges in stockbook with main interest in French Antarctic Territory from first issues,
and Iceland. , Est. £60 - £ 80
Stamps > Foreign
Mid-period to modern UM foreign ranges in stockbook with main interest in French Antarctic Territory from first issues, and Iceland. Also
some Yugoslavia, a few Czech mini-sheets and other items. Some stamps have acquired a tone spot from the pages of the stockbook.
(Few 100)
Lot #139 World ranges in three stockbooks with main interest in UM GVI Newfoundland including various perf types of the 1937
Coronation long set (Cat abt &poun, Est. £50 - £ 70
Stamps > British Commonwealth
World ranges in three stockbooks with main interest in UM GVI Newfoundland including various perf types of the 1937 Coronation long set
(Cat abt £190) and UM QE2 issues of St. Helena. (100s)
Lot #140 Mostly British Commonwealth ranges in five stockbooks with much UM, mainly GVI/QE2, plus further issues on
stockcards with some foreign; , Est. £180 - £ 220
Stamps > British Commonwealth
Mostly British Commonwealth ranges in five stockbooks with much UM, mainly GVI/QE2, plus further issues on stockcards with some
foreign; interest in Sudan, Norfolk Island, Gold Coast/Ghana, Nigeria, Gambia, South African Homelands, modern Gibraltar, Malayan
States (M&U), and other useful. Also UK Strike Post stamps in sheets/part-sheets and two empty stockbooks. Includes many definitive
sets to top values. High catalogue value. Some mixed condition. (Many 100s)
Lot #141 All-period British Commonwealth M&U ranges in two large stockbooks, arranged alphabetically with much QE2 but
including useful QV/GVI, Est. £60 - £ 80
Stamps > British Commonwealth
All-period British Commonwealth M&U ranges in two large stockbooks, arranged alphabetically with much QE2 but including useful
QV/GVI notably Antigua, British Guiana, Nigeria, Burma & Malaya. The QE2 includes many medium to high values. Used predominate.
(No Australia NZ, Canada and India) Fair to Fine (1000s)
Lot #142 Commonwealth GVI/QE2 Omnibus duplicated issues in stockbook including 1937 Coronation M&U (77 sets), 1946
Victory M&U (many sets) , Est. £30 - £ 40
Stamps > British Commonwealth
Commonwealth GVI/QE2 Omnibus duplicated issues in stockbook including 1937 Coronation M&U (77 sets), 1946 Victory M&U (many
sets) and 1953 Coronation (68). Mostly good to fine. (100s)
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Lot #143 Great Britain pre-stamp/1840s Entires and ELs with range of mixed quality postal markings; includes VG/Fine concave
KETTERING (1792), , Est. £70 - £ 100
Stamps > Postal History
Great Britain pre-stamp/1840s Entires and ELs with range of mixed quality postal markings; includes VG/Fine concave KETTERING
(1792), ‘PdI' of Northampton, scarce 1764 SCARBO/ROUGH, mileages of LEEDS and KESWICK, s/l KENDAL, and others. Mixed
condition. (31)
Lot #144 Harold Fisher & Roland Brown "Queen Victoria: The Plating of the Penny 1840-1864", five volumes, 1979-84, quarto,
spiral bound softbacks, , Est. £100 - £ 120
Stamps > Philatelic Literature
Harold Fisher & Roland Brown Queen Victoria: The Plating of the Penny 1840-1864, five volumes, 1979-84, quarto, spiral bound
softbacks, complete with the plating gauges loosely inserted. Some peripheral wear to covers o/w VG/Fine. (5)
Lot #145 Wiggins & Tonna "The Plating of Alphabet III, together with Alphabets II and IV", G.C. Tonna, 1973, five volumes,
softbacks, spiral bound, , Est. £20 - £ 30
Stamps > Philatelic Literature
Wiggins & Tonna The Plating of Alphabet III, together with Alphabets II and IV, G.C. Tonna, 1973, five volumes, softbacks, spiral bound,
with a collector's textual annotations; the cover of AA to DL creased. (5)
Lot #146 Alan Robertson "The Maritime Postal History of the British Isles" [1966], quarto, 3 volumes, the limited edition on art
paper, , Est. £90 - £ 110
Stamps > Philatelic Literature
Alan Robertson The Maritime Postal History of the British Isles [1966], quarto, 3 volumes, the limited edition on art paper, numbered &
signed by the author, some inked annotations to contents pages of vols. 2 & 3 o/w fine internally. Cloth bound with gilt titles. VG (3)
Lot #147 GB Philatelic Literature including "The Alphabets of British Line Engraved Stamps", R.C.Alcock, 1937, complete with
plating charts; , Est. £50 - £ 60
Stamps > Postal History
GB Philatelic Literature including The Alphabets of British Line Engraved Stamps, R.C.Alcock, 1937, complete with plating charts; Stanley
Phillips The Harrison and Somerset House Printings 1911-1912, Stanley Gibbons, 1913, signed by the author; Allan Oliver Life Span of
the Printing Plates for all the British Postage Stamps of Queen Victoria, [2015], A4, s/backs, bound into 2 vols; and David Rowse Rainbow
Trials, 2000, in d/jkt, front endpaper removed. Fair to fine. (8)
Lot #148 GB Postal History literature, mostly numeral cancels/duplexes, with four by Parmenter, "Scottish Numeral Postmarks"
by Mackay,, Est. £20 - £ 30
Stamps > Philatelic Literature
GB Postal History literature, mostly numeral cancels/duplexes, with four by Parmenter, Scottish Numeral Postmarks by Mackay, and Scots
Local Name Stamps 1964. Fair to fine (8)
Lot #149 Great Britain 1906-1909 PPCs with fair to VG Christmas Cross cancellations of Manchester (2 different) and Leicester.
(3) , Est. £70 - £ 80
Stamps > Great Britain
Great Britain 1906-1909 PPCs with fair to VG Christmas Cross cancellations of Manchester (2 different) and Leicester. (3)
Lot #150 GB QV/QE2 mix, mostly duplicated used stamps plus some mint QE2, but including WWI fronts (12) with all-different
Naval Censor cachets. , Est. £30 - £ 40
Stamps > Postal History
GB QV/QE2 mix, mostly duplicated used stamps plus some mint QE2, but including WWI fronts (12) with all-different Naval Censor
cachets. Mixed condition. (Sev.100s)
Lot #151 Great Britain 20th Century covers & cards; better include EVII/GV TPOs (4) and RSOs (7), and WWI Military (36) with
variety of APO/FPOs; , Est. £40 - £ 50
Stamps > Postal History
Great Britain 20th Century covers & cards; better include EVII/GV TPOs (4) and RSOs (7), and WWI Military (36) with variety of
APO/FPOs; others include much GVI/QE2 commercial mail, many to Denmark and other Europe. Mixed quality. (197)
Lot #152 GB GV/GVI UM selection comprising Silver Jubilee issues including booklet panes, some with inverted wmks; and
1941/42 s/w watermark set , Est. £15 - £ 20
Stamps > Great Britain
GB GV/GVI UM selection comprising Silver Jubilee issues including booklet panes, some with inverted wmks; and 1941/42 s/w watermark
set with fine perfs.
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Lot #153 Great Britain 1955 Waterlow Castles on set of 4 plain FDCs, unaddressed. Fine . (4), Est. £150 - £ 200
Stamps > Great Britain
Great Britain 1955 Waterlow Castles on set of 4 plain FDCs, unaddressed. Fine . (4)
Lot #154 Great Britain 1960s Presentation Packs including Parliament, Shakespeare, Westminster Abbey, Post Office Tower, etc.
, Est. £40 - £ 50
Stamps > Great Britain
Great Britain 1960s Presentation Packs including Parliament, Shakespeare, Westminster Abbey, Post Office Tower, etc. The Concorde
pack without cellophane wrap o/w fine. (29)
Lot #155 Great Britain 1965 Battle of Britain non-phosphor set on fine Ill.FDC, BIGGIN HILL datestamp, , Est. £15 - £ 20
Stamps > Great Britain
Great Britain 1965 Battle of Britain non-phosphor set on fine Ill.FDC, BIGGIN HILL datestamp, and a further cover with the Biggin Hill
special handstamp of 18th September (typed address). VG/Fine (2)
Lot #156 Great Britain 1967-68 No Watermark Castles in UM Plate Blocks of four. Fine , Est. £10 - £ 15
Stamps > Great Britain
Great Britain 1967-68 No Watermark Castles in UM Plate Blocks of four. Fine
Lot #157 Great Britain QE2 pre-decimal commems, many in blocks & panes, housed in a hingeless album. Includes 1966 Xmas
3d in a complete sheet , Est. £30 - £ 40
Stamps > Great Britain
Great Britain QE2 pre-decimal commems, many in blocks & panes, housed in a hingeless album. Includes 1966 Xmas 3d in a complete
sheet featuring missing ‘T' variety. Fine (100s)
Lot #158 Great Britain 1981-1989 UM collection of commem sets plus 1988 Castles high values in fine hingeless album. , Est.
£40 - £ 50
Stamps > Great Britain
Great Britain 1981-1989 UM collection of commem sets plus 1988 Castles high values in fine hingeless album.
Lot #159 Great Britain 1989-93 UM collection in album, mostly commem sets in strips of three plus some booklets. Face value
£170+ (Qty), Est. £70 - £ 90
Stamps > Great Britain
Great Britain 1989-93 UM collection in album, mostly commem sets in strips of three plus some booklets. Face value £170+ (Qty)
Lot #160 Great Britain mid-2019 to late-2021 selection of UM Miniature sheets, all different. VF (31) , Est. £60 - £ 70
Stamps > Great Britain
Great Britain mid-2019 to late-2021 selection of UM Miniature sheets, all different. VF (31)
Lot #161 Channel Islands EVII/QE2 covers, PPCs etc with good variety of cancels and some Occupation items; better pre-QE2
include SARK, ST.MARY’S, , Est. £50 - £ 60
Stamps > Postal History
Channel Islands EVII/QE2 covers, PPCs etc with good variety of cancels and some Occupation items; better pre-QE2 include SARK,
ST.MARY'S, STOPFORD ROAD JERSEY, COBO (on two Telegrams), LA ROCQUE, ST.MARTINS, and fair ST.ANDREWS. Mainly good
to VF. (88). Also few stamps.
Lot #162 Alderney 1983-2002 M&U collection in album, most of the mint UM and fairly complete for the period. Also some Lundy
Island. (Few 100), Est. £30 - £ 40
Stamps > Great Britain
Alderney 1983-2002 M&U collection in album, most of the mint UM and fairly complete for the period. Also some Lundy Island. (Few 100)
Lot #163 Antarctic and Arctic Covers 1960s/80s, good variety including Japanese, Russian, British, French, Argentine and USA,
with Expeditions, Bases, , Est. £50 - £ 60
Stamps > Postal History
Antarctic and Arctic Covers 1960s/80s, good variety including Japanese, Russian, British, French, Argentine and USA, with Expeditions,
Bases, some FDCs. VG/VF (110)
Lot #164 Argentina covers & cards, mostly 1990s Naval mail from the South Atlantic with wide range of ships’ and government
department cachets., Est. £20 - £ 30
Stamps > Postal History
Argentina covers & cards, mostly 1990s Naval mail from the South Atlantic with wide range of ships' and government department cachets.
Mostly VG/Fine. (39)
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Lot #165 Austria 1870s to 1930s Covers & Cards with main interest in WWI Feldpost from Austrian & Hungarian forces. Mixed
condition. (129), Est. £30 - £ 40
Stamps > Foreign
Austria 1870s to 1930s Covers & Cards with main interest in WWI Feldpost from Austrian & Hungarian forces. Mixed condition. (129)
Lot #166 British Antarctic Territory 1973-1981 covers with good range of adhesives from bases at Signy Island, Adelaide Island,
Argentine Islands, Halley Bay, , Est. £40 - £ 50
Stamps > Postal History
British Antarctic Territory 1973-1981 covers with good range of adhesives from bases at Signy Island, Adelaide Island, Argentine Islands,
Halley Bay, and Faraday, with good range of cachets including ships' mail. VG/Fine (26)
Lot #167 Canada covers & cards with much used postal stationery, 19th Century to 1960s, mostly pre-1950, good variety. Varied
condition. (53) , Est. £26 - £ 36
Stamps > Postal History
Canada covers & cards with much used postal stationery, 19th Century to 1960s, mostly pre-1950, good variety. Varied condition. (53)
Lot #168 China all-period ranges in stockbook with some interest in late-19th Century issues including Shanghai locals. Fair to
fine. (few 100) , Est. £40 - £ 50
Stamps > Foreign
China all-period ranges in stockbook with some interest in late-19th Century issues including Shanghai locals. Fair to fine. (few 100)
Lot #169 China 1978-95 used collection arranged in stockleaves, with many sets noted. Some faults but mostly VG/VF (100s),
Est. £30 - £ 40
Stamps > Foreign
China 1978-95 used collection arranged in stockleaves, with many sets noted. Some faults but mostly VG/VF (100s)
Lot #170 Egypt mid-period to 1980s M&U ranges in two stockbooks with much mint. Some better noted including values to £1
FU. (100s), Est. £50 - £ 60
Stamps > Foreign
Egypt mid-period to 1980s M&U ranges in two stockbooks with much mint. Some better noted including values to £1 FU. (100s)
Lot #171 Falkland Islands UM ranges in stockbook with few early issues but mostly GVI/QE2; the QE2 includes 1955/57 set, 1960
£1, later definitives to &p, Est. £50 - £ 60
Stamps > British Commonwealth
Falkland Islands UM ranges in stockbook with few early issues but mostly GVI/QE2; the QE2 includes 1955/57 set, 1960 £1, later
definitives to £3, commem sets, etc. Also few FU. (Few 100)
Lot #172 Falkland Islands covers 1980-2007 with 12 signed including signatures of Douglas Hurd, Rex Hunt, Admiral Lewin, and
Admiral Woodward. , Est. £50 - £ 60
Autographs
Falkland Islands covers 1980-2007 with 12 signed including signatures of Douglas Hurd, Rex Hunt, Admiral Lewin, and Admiral
Woodward. Also 1903 unaddressed PC with QV 1d tied by Falkland Islands cds. Fine. (22)
Lot #173 Fiume 1918-1930 duplicated mint & FU ranges in stockbook. Fair to VF (174), Est. £40 - £ 50
Stamps > Foreign
Fiume 1918-1930 duplicated mint & FU ranges in stockbook. Fair to VF (174)
Lot #174 France covers & cards from 1786 including 18 pre-1870 (most with 20c adhesives), the 20th Century items with wide
range of frankings & cancels. , Est. £40 - £ 50
Stamps > Postal History
France covers & cards from 1786 including 18 pre-1870 (most with 20c adhesives), the 20th Century items with wide range of frankings &
cancels. Mixed quality. (70)
Lot #175 German States - Schleswig-Holstein 1864-65 fresh mint selection of the embossed issues either UM or large part o.g.
and Cat approx £900. , Est. £60 - £ 80
Stamps > Foreign
German States – Schleswig-Holstein 1864-65 fresh mint selection of the embossed issues either UM or large part o.g. and Cat approx
£900. Also few issues of Brunswick. Attractive lot. (17)
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Lot #176 Germany covers & cards mainly 20th Century, notably WWI & WW2 Military including two with scarce ‘Waffen-SS’
cachets, , Est. £50 - £ 60
Stamps > Postal History
Germany covers & cards mainly 20th Century, notably WWI & WW2 Military including two with scarce ‘Waffen-SS' cachets, and many
post-WW2 Allied Occupation with good range of frankings. (62). Also post-WW1 ‘In Memoriam' labels for lost provinces, and 3 cigarette
cards. Fair to VF
Lot #177 Robert Jones "The Philately of Third Reich Germany 1933-1945", Mars Publishing, 2011, A4 h/bk in d/jkt, signed by the
author, fine., Est. £90 - £ 110
Stamps > Philatelic Literature
Robert Jones The Philately of Third Reich Germany 1933-1945, Mars Publishing, 2011, A4 h/bk in d/jkt, signed by the author, fine.
Lot #178 East Germany all-period used ranges on stockleaves, largely CTO, with many pictorials and officials, plus some
definitives in blocks of 4. , Est. £40 - £ 50
Stamps > Foreign
East Germany all-period used ranges on stockleaves, largely CTO, with many pictorials and officials, plus some definitives in blocks of 4.
Only light duplication. Mostly VG/VF (Several 100s)
Lot #179 Greenland Covers & Cards mostly 1970s/early-1980s, with ships’ mail, FDCs, postmarks of small settlements, etc.
Some duplication. VG/VF (191) , Est. £40 - £ 60
Stamps > Postal History
Greenland Covers & Cards mostly 1970s/early-1980s, with ships' mail, FDCs, postmarks of small settlements, etc. Some duplication.
VG/VF (191)
Lot #180 Ireland UM ranges in stockbook 1950s to 1990s including defintives to £5 (2), commem sets and postage dues. Also
few oddments of GB. (Few 100) , Est. £50 - £ 60
Stamps > British Commonwealth
Ireland UM ranges in stockbook 1950s to 1990s including defintives to £5 (2), commem sets and postage dues. Also few oddments of GB.
(Few 100)
Lot #181 Japan 19th Century to modern extensive M&U accumulation in large stockbook from early issues (including revenues),,
Est. £200 - £ 250
Stamps > Foreign
Japan 19th Century to modern extensive M&U accumulation in large stockbook from early issues (including revenues), requiring sorting
but clearly of high catalogue value. Varied condition. (Many 100s)
Lot #182 Japan c.1913-1930s covers & PCs, many from Japanese Forces in North China including several patriotic PPCs. Wide
range of cancels & cachets. (28) , Est. £60 - £ 80
Stamps > Postal History
Japan c.1913-1930s covers & PCs, many from Japanese Forces in North China including several patriotic PPCs. Wide range of cancels &
cachets. (28)
Lot #183 Malta UM ranges in stockbook, mostly 1960s to 1980 in blocks of 4, the 1965 definitives in blocks of 8. VF (100s) , Est.
£30 - £ 40
Stamps > British Commonwealth
Malta UM ranges in stockbook, mostly 1960s to 1980 in blocks of 4, the 1965 definitives in blocks of 8. VF (100s)
Lot #184 Morocco Agencies UM selection in stockbook, GV/GVI with GV to 1Fr.50c; some interest in 1937 Coronation varieties in
positional blocks. (Qty) , Est. £40 - £ 50
Stamps > British Commonwealth
Morocco Agencies UM selection in stockbook, GV/GVI with GV to 1Fr.50c; some interest in 1937 Coronation varieties in positional blocks.
(Qty)
Lot #185 Netherlands and Colonies mainly used ranges in a Minkus printed album for the period 1852-1979, sparsely filled;, Est.
£30 - £ 40
Stamps > Foreign
Netherlands and Colonies mainly used ranges in a Minkus printed album for the period 1852-1979, sparsely filled; some stamps have
been carefully removed without any damage to pages.
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Lot #186 Russia 1960s to late 1970s collection of CTO issues stored in packets including some miniature sheets. (Some 100s),
Est. £40 - £ 50
Stamps > Foreign
Russia 1960s to late 1970s collection of CTO issues stored in packets including some miniature sheets. (Some 100s)
Lot #187 South Africa EVII (Transvaal) to late 1980s UM ranges (plus few used) in stockbook, chiefly GVI/QE2, including WW2
Bantams set, , Est. £60 - £ 80
Stamps > British Commonwealth
South Africa EVII (Transvaal) to late 1980s UM ranges (plus few used) in stockbook, chiefly GVI/QE2, including WW2 Bantams set, and
several GVI/early QE2 varieties (most in positional blocks) including SG 112a, 113a (2), 117ab, 127a, 127b, 145a (2) and others only
listed in the South Africa handbook; also includes defin sets for 1954, 1959/60, and 1961. Mostly VF (100s)
Lot #188 Spain in stockbook, mostly 1920s/40s mint or UM with many useful including SG 841 fine mint and other better with
sets to 10pta. Fair to VF (c.380), Est. £70 - £ 100
Stamps > Foreign
Spain in stockbook, mostly 1920s/40s mint or UM with many useful including SG 841 fine mint and other better with sets to 10pta. Fair to
VF (c.380)
Lot #189 Spain 1980 to 1997 duplicated UM Miniature Sheets (329) in stockbook including Columbus issues and Stamp
Exhibitions. , Est. £60 - £ 80
Stamps > Foreign
Spain 1980 to 1997 duplicated UM Miniature Sheets (329) in stockbook including Columbus issues and Stamp Exhibitions. Also some
other issues in blocks. VF
Lot #190 Swaziland largely UM ranges in stockbook, mostly QE2 with definitive sets to top values but including 1935 3d Jubilee
Extra Flagstaff , Est. £70 - £ 100
Stamps > British Commonwealth
Swaziland largely UM ranges in stockbook, mostly QE2 with definitive sets to top values but including 1935 3d Jubilee Extra Flagstaff
within a positional block of 4 (the variety with slight hinge mark). Also many Bechuanaland and Botswana with several definitive sets,
some stamps affected by foxing. (Few 100)
Lot #191 Trinidad & Tobago GV/QE2 fine UM selection including 1935 Jubilee 2c with Extra Flagstaff in positional block of 4; and
later to 1953 to $4.80. , Est. £30 - £ 40
Stamps > British Commonwealth
Trinidad & Tobago GV/QE2 fine UM selection including 1935 Jubilee 2c with Extra Flagstaff in positional block of 4; and later to 1953 to
$4.80. Cat £146+
Lot #192 Tristan Da Cunha UM ranges in s/book, mostly Decimal with definitives sets to £1, £2 (3) or £5, some commem sets in
blocks etc. (Qty, Est. £40 - £ 50
Stamps > British Commonwealth
Tristan Da Cunha UM ranges in s/book, mostly Decimal with definitives sets to £1, £2 (3) or £5, some commem sets in blocks etc. (Qty)
Lot #193 Vietnam collection in set of 5 fine Britannia printed albums for the period 1951-1989, one in a slipcase; mostly FU,
sparsely filled in places, Est. £50 - £ 70
Stamps > Foreign
Vietnam collection in set of 5 fine Britannia printed albums for the period 1951-1989, one in a slipcase; mostly FU, sparsely filled in places
especially post-1975. (100s)
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